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The focus of the comments in this
anthology is on scientific systems
builders(scientificstars), ratherthan
bookkeepers (scientific spear carri- book consisted of a series of interTEXTS FAIL TO EVOLVE
ers). This novel partitioningis attrib- views with cosmologistsand another
uted to E. O. Wilson in an excerpt focused on the personalities of the
from Three Scientists and Their Gods scientists involved in disputes over Evolution. Monroe W. Strickberger.
by Robert Wright (Random House, classification.A book on science as Jones and Bartlett, Boston, 1990. 579
1988). It is not fair to hold anyone rhetoric has also appeared.To adu- pp., illus. $45.00 (ISBN 0-86720responsiblefor a quotationby anyone late the producersof excitingambigu- 117-7 cloth).
else, but Wright, and certainly Bar- ity is a most alarming intellectual
low, seem to acceptthis as an impor- trend. For most of my life, I have I admire the general organization of
tant distinction,isomorphicwith the consideredthe scientific stage to be this book, although, as I will explain,
distinctionbetween stars and chorus governed by the rules of repertory the content fails on many levels. I
in opera. In fact, they seem to think theater,in which the individualscien- admire the avowed intention of Monnot of the helpful choruses of opera tist stresses the script that must be roe Strickberger to look at evolution
but rather of the silly irritating cho- presentedratherthan his or her own from a historical point of view. De-
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ruses found in the plays of Aristophanes, whose role is to badger the
poor stars. The number of stars is not
great in Barlow's opinion: "Julian
Huxley was among a half dozen biologists who [developed] the modern
synthesis [in evolutionary theory]" (p.
67; author's italics.) Stars are permitted idiosyncrasies that are not appropriate for the chorus. The systems
builders seem to have contact with a
spiritual afflatus that transcends more
plebeian tests of scientific validity.
Interest in the personalities of scientific stars is on the rise. A recent
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idiosyncrasies.

spite the fact that this outlook fits my

As theater has moved from reper- biases as a systematist, it represents a

shift in focus compared with the
structure of conventional textbooks
on evolution, which tend to have their
emphasis at the so-called level of
mechanisms. The latter is generally a
code word for population genetics
(change in gene frequency), and although this aspect is undeniably important, too often higher-order mechLAWRENCEB. SLOBODKIN anisms such as speciation and
which have
Departmentof Ecology and Evolution extinction-rate controls,
State Universityof New York much to do with how the organic
Stony Brook, NY 11994 world is organized and which often

tory to a star system, so science may
now be emerging into the age of
stardom. This book can be taken as
an intellectual fan magazine, and, if
accompanied by at least a dessert
spoon of salt, is stimulating reading
for both scientists and intelligent laypersons.
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(but not always) have little relationship to processesat the level of genes
and populations, fall victim to the
reductionist world-view. Thus this
new text includesno fewerthan seven
chaptersspecificallydevoted to tracing life's history,more than any other
general textbook on evolution with
which I am familiar. The author,
moreover, is to be commended for
acknowledging the fact that organisms other than primates and humans have diversifiedon the face of
the earth.
The book itself has four main sections. The first, "The Historical
Framework,"includes three chapters
tracing pre-Darwinianthinking, describing Darwin and his ideas, and
reportingthe receptionof those ideas,
and also a chapteron evolution and
religion. The latter is somewhat remarkablefor evolution textbooks in
that it addressescontroversial,some
may well say confrontational, subjects rightup front, such as the origin
of religiousbelief and the differences
among creationmyths.
The second section of the book,
"The Physical and Chemical Framework," contains five chapters covering the origins of the universe, the
earth, and life. The large third section, "The OrganicFramework,"has
ten chapters,one on geneticvariation,
one on systematicsand classification,
one on molecularphylogeny,and the
seven previously mentioned that recount the historyof the majorgroups
of organisms.Finally,the last section,
"The Mechanisms," includes five
chapterscoveringpopulationgenetics
(two chapters),population structure,
population interactions, adaptation,
speciation,and finallythe culturalaspects of human evolution. Why the
chapteron genetic variationwas not
includedhere is perplexing.
Evolutionarybiology is such a rich
and complex disciplinethat it is perhaps too much to ask that a single
authorcover all of it, let alone with a
depth of scholarshipthat would satisfy specialistsin the differentsubdisciplines. Each author will make
choices of emphasis.
Strickberger,as opposed to Douglas Futuymain his 1986 book, Evo-

time he de-emphasizes mechanistic
components such as genetics, development, and ecology. The latter subjects, of course, will probablyappeal
more to contemporaryevolutionary
biologists, but I suspect the former
may be betterfodderfor undergradu'ates. It may be a more rewarding
strategyto educatethe generalundergraduatestudent in the multifarious
beautyof the history of diversityand
the overwhelmingimplicationsof this
complex history over deep-time for
theirown lives than to skirtthis topic
in favor of the details of mechanism.
Mechanisms, of course, must be
taught, and they are taughtin dozens
of courses in ecology, populationgenetics, behavior, and molecularevolution. If biology fails, however, to
connect the diversity we see today
with its long, convoluted,and unique
history throughspace and time, then
we lose the opportunityto impresson
studentsperhapsthe primaryintellectual reason for our desireto preserve
it: all organisms share an intricate
historical bond reflectedin similarities of structure,function, and ecology, which we break apart at our
peril.
If this book's heart is in the right
place as far as emphasis,its contentis
so out-of-datein parts that one could
not in good conscience ask students
to learn much of the material. The
seven chapterson the history of life,
for example, seem taken straightout
of comparativeanatomy and paleontology books of the 1950s and 1960s.
Our understandingof the history of
life has increasedimmenselyover the
past decadeor so, not only becauseof
the applicationof powerfulcomparative (cladistic) methods for understanding patterns of morphological
similaritiesbut also becauseof many
molecularstudies. Yet virtuallynone
of this data is incorporatedhere. One
could point to dozens of papers and
books with resultsmore relevantthan
those includedhere.
I also find it unacceptablefor a
book on evolution to devote only
approximatelyfive pages directly to
the subjectof speciation.There is no
more fundamental pattern/process
within evolution than the origin of
lutionary Biology, emphasizes the or- taxa; it is what evolutionis all about.
igin of physical systems such as the Although other textbooks on evoluuniverseand the earth, the origin of tion also devote too little space to
life, and the historyof life; at the same speciationand its associatedissues,
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this book must set a record for the
fewest pages. Moreover, despite its
emphasis on history, the book does
not conveythe fundamentalcontribution that modernsystematicand biogeographicanalysis has made to the
studyof speciation-the originof biotas and patternsof diversity-and to
the historicalanalysisof evolutionary
change in structure, function, ecology, and behavior.In addition,there
is muchtoo little discussionof molecular evolution, the contributionsof
developmental biology to understanding the origin of evolutionary
novelties, and the role that ecology
and behavior play in population
change and coevolution.
I am disappointed that I cannot
give this book lofty praise becauseit
is pointed in a direction toward an
emphasis on the history of diversity
that signals a healthy change comparedwith many recenttextbookson
evolution. Yet its content is inadequate at this stage of our knowledge,
and the book also fails to document
and convey many of the current
trends in evolutionary researchthat
are likely to dominate the field for
some years to come.
JOELCRACRAFT
Departmentsof Anatomyand Cell
Biology and of BiologicalSciences
Universityof Illinois
Chicago,IL 60680
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Scholarship Reconsidered:Priorities
of the Professoriate.ErnestL. Boyer.
PrincetonUniversityPress,Princeton,
NJ, 1990. 147 pp., illus. $8.00 (ISBN
0-931050-43-X paper).
If departmentsof biology in research,
doctorate-granting,and comprehensive universities are interested in
opening a dialog among undergraduate majors,graduatestudentsand the
facultyregardingthe role and responsibilitiesof the universityfor teaching
and learning,this importantbook can
make a valuablecontribution.Ernest
Boyer is, through a new and fresh
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